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4057 S Franklin St, 46360, Michigan City, US, United States

(+1)2198090111 - https://www.sakeasianfusionmichigancity.com/

Here you can find the menu of Sake Asian Fusion in Michigan City. At the moment, there are 14 dishes and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Sake Asian Fusion:
Basic Asian fare but done really well. Been going there for some time, alone for lunch 7 of us for dinner, great

service. Really good sushi in Michigan City, go figure. Ask them to kick up the Shanghai noodles, hot curry! read
more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations.

What User doesn't like about Sake Asian Fusion:
Arrived at 6:44, about 18 others dining. We didn't receive drinks (Two waters, two adult beverages)until 7:18.
Both adult beverages were horrible and needed remade. One glass was filthy. (as shown in pics) Was told the

waitress was new and didn'tknow how to make the drinks. I ordered Mongolian Beef which was good. Gf ordered
some kind of Chasu Ramen which was good aswell, but missing seaweed and bamboo shoots. The wh... read

more. An additional service offered by the establishment is the catering service for customers, The creative
fusion of different meals with fresh and partially daring ingredients is highly valued by the visitors - a nice

example of Asian Fusion. The fine Sushi such as Maki and Sashimi however, is the undisputed highlight of this
place, Many guests show especially their enthusiasm for the versatile, fine Chinese cuisine.
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P�z�
FUSION

Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Drink�
SAKE

Mai� Cours�
MONGOLIAN BEEF

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP

Appet�er Fro� Sush� Bar
TUNA TATAKI

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Mai� course�
SUSHI

CRAB

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
WE HAVE

BEEF

SEAFOOD

CHICKEN
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